Many enterprises need to run data analytic jobs on the cloud. Significant cost savings can be achieved if one can find the right combination of virtual machine type, cluster size, and parameter settings for the job (e.g., hyper-parameters of a machine learning algorithm). Unfortunately, this task is very challenging given that the search space is composed of hundreds or even thousands of different configurations.
Introduction
Data analytic jobs, such as training a deep neural network or building a recommender system, have become fundamental for many enterprises. In many cases, data analytic jobs run on the cloud to take advantage of the pay-as-you-go model offered by cloud providers.
Optimizing data analytic jobs on the cloud. Data analytic jobs are often recurrent, i.e., they execute multiple times on similar datasets, with similar performances [5, 6, 58] . Therefore, optimizing the provisioning process for a given job is key to reduce operational costs. In addition, data analytic jobs typically must meet performance constraints such as completing within a given time [9, 18, 51] . The performance of a job depends on the type and number of virtual machines (VM) used to run the job. Furthermore, data analytic jobs usually expose several tuning knobs, e.g., the hyper-parameters of a machine learning algorithm, whose settings can substantially impact the performance of the job [22, 37, 53] . With hundreds or thousands of possible combinations of cloud platforms and job parameters, it is extremely challenging to identify the configuration that minimizes the provisioning cost and meets the target performance constraint.
Existing solutions and their limitations. Bayesian Optimization (BO) is a well-established approach to tackle complex optimization problems over large configuration spaces [8, 33, 48] , and has recently emerged as a prominent solution to optimize the execution of data analytic jobs [5, 26, 27] . In such context, BO approaches profile the job on different configurations iteratively, building at each step a statistical performance model of the job with the measurements gathered so far. The model is used to decide the next configuration to try, and ultimately to identify the best configuration for the job.
Existing BO approaches have two main limitations. First, they are cost-unaware, i.e., they do not consider the cost of profiling the job on a given configuration when deciding the next configuration to try. Hence, they are prone to profiling the job on several expensive configurations, leading to high training costs. Second, they are short-sighted, i.e., at each step of the optimization process, they profile the configuration that is expected to maximize an immediate reward, i.e., the configuration that is expected to increase the accuracy of the model the most, or that is most likely to be the best configuration. Such a greedy approach may lead to a sub-optimal exploration of the configuration space due to local minima.
Other existing techniques to optimize an application's performance require the availability of large training sets, collected by profiling different applications [13, 36, 56] , or rely on a priori knowledge about the internal structure of the job [25, 49, 54] . These approaches either incur high monetary costs to collect initial training sets, or require expert domain knowledge to model the performance of a job. We are instead interested in approaches that require no prior knowledge on the target job or other jobs.
Lynceus. This paper presents Lynceus ("Lynx-eyed"), a new tool to provision and tune data analytic jobs. Lynceus implements a novel budget-aware and long-sighted BO approach to identify the best configuration to run data analytic jobs on the cloud. At each iteration of the optimization process, instead of considering a one-step reward, Lynceus simulates several exploration paths, i.e., sequences of configurations to be sampled sequentially. Each path speculates about different performance values associated with each of their configurations. Then, Lynceus follows the exploration path that leads to identifying the best configuration, and whose cumulative profiling cost is within a predefined monetary budget.
Lynceus improves over existing BO approaches by avoiding their two main shortcomings pinpointed above. In addition, Lynceus eschews the need for a priori knowledge about the target job, or for abundant performance traces of previous jobs.
We evaluate Lynceus on several heterogeneous datasets. We have collected a dataset (that we will make publicly available) by training three Tensorflow machine learning algorithms on Amazon EC2. This dataset considers a 5-dimensional configuration space, which encompasses both application-level and cloud-related configuration parameters, spanning a total of 384 configurations. We also use two other publicly available datasets [5, 27] , which encompass 23 heterogeneous data analytic applications deployed on Hadoop and Spark. These datasets have smaller configuration spaces, obtained by considering only the composition of the cluster on which the jobs run.
We compare Lynceus with the previous state-of-the-art approach based on BO, such as the one employed by CherryPick [5] . We show that Lynceus identifies configurations with lower provisioning costs, and is more robust in finding good configurations. In particular, for the more challenging Tensorflow dataset, Lynceus reduces provisioning costs from 1.7x to 1.9x on average (and from 2x to 4x at the 90-th percentile).
Contributions. We make four main contributions. I) We propose a novel budget-aware approach to the tuning and provisioning of data analytic jobs; II) We implement such approach in a new tool called Lynceus, and we will soon make Lynceus available as open source; III) We quantify the gains achievable by Lynceus over the state-of-the-art approach via an extensive experimental evaluation based on diverse data analytic jobs; IV) We will also make available to the systems' community a dataset encompassing three Tensorflow jobs deployed on EC2, each including 384 configurations defined over 5 dimensions.
Problem formalization and challenges
As mentioned, we seek to find the optimal configuration to run a job, while meeting a target performance constraint.
A configuration x is a tuple N, H, P , where N is the number of VMs rented from the cloud provider, H encodes the hardware characteristics of the VMs (e.g., VCPUs and RAM), and P represents the settings of job-specific tuning parameters (e.g., hyper-parameters of a machine learning algorithm).
We define the optimal configuration x * as the one that minimizes the (monetary) cost of executing the job, and that is able to finish it in at most T max time. The cost of executing the job with configuration x, noted C(x), is given by the product of the time taken to run the job with x, noted T (x), and the price per unit of time of renting the cloud configuration x, notedU(x). We assume a pay-by-the-minute/second pricing scheme, which is typical nowadays in major PaaS infrastructures [32, 45, 47] .
The optimization process relies on profiling the target job on a subset of configurations. We note such sub-set S, and we denote by C S the cumulative cost of running the job on the configurations in S. To keep the monetary cost of such profiling phase low, C S must not exceed a budget, which we note B.
The problem can then be formalized as follows:
Challenges in optimizing cloud jobs
Let us now discuss the key challenges to deriving an efficient and practical solution to this optimization problem.
I) Lack of a priori information. Given the multitude of possible job structures, building models to match the current job, whatever its structure may be, entails a huge modeling effort. Moreover, gathering data concerning previous optimizations of similar jobs can be too costly or impractical. In order to circumvent these issues, we advocate optimization methods that ensure two key properties. Black box approach. The optimization process should assume no knowledge about the target job, nor about the cloud infrastructure. In fact, jobs can have very different structures (e.g., map-reduce vs parameter-server) [25, 54] , and modeling the performance of cloud infrastructures is notoriously a complex task [34] . A black-box approach to the job optimization process reduces the modeling effort and is more flexible.
No available data. The optimization process should not rely on a priori performance information about other jobs.
As noted before, some existing techniques to optimize application performance rely on the availability of huge training data [13, 36] . This information helps in bootstrapping and improving the optimization process. Unfortunately, obtaining large amounts of training data is very costly and time-consuming. Hence, such approach is fit for large service providers, but does not meet the requirements and constraints of most cloud users (e.g., small and medium enterprises).
II) Complexity of the optimization process. The plethora of VMs offered by cloud providers, along with the multitude of tunable application-level parameters, generate a search space with hundreds of configurations, with largely different performances. Next, we present empirical data that demonstrates the complexity of the problem at hand, highlighting the necessity for tuning application and cloud parameters in a joint fashion. Very few close-to-optimal configurations. The configuration space includes few close-to-optimal configurations and many highly sub-optimal ones. To show the high complexity of finding the optimal configuration for a job, we run three Tensorflow machine learning algorithms (Multilayer, CNN and RNN) on AWS and measure their performance while varying the cloud infrastructure and job hyper-parameters. In total, we consider 384 configurations. More details about these experiments are provided in Section 6. Figure 1a shows the cost of running a job in each configuration, normalized with respect to the cost of the optimal configuration. The cost of a bad configuration can be 3 orders of magnitude worse than the optimal one's. In addition, depending on the job, only 5 to 20 configurations have a cost within a factor of two with respect to the optimal one. These configurations correspond to 1.5% and 5% of the size of the configuration space, respectively. The need for joint optimization. The cloud infrastructure and the hyper-parameters of the job must be optimized simultaneously. An approach to simplify the optimization process could be optimizing these two aspects separately, as done by recent systems [12, 13] . This approach, that we call disjoint optimization, first finds the optimal hyper-parameters by profiling the job on a reference cloud infrastructure c † , and then finds the optimal cloud settings for the application running with these parameters. Disjoint optimization, however, implicitly assumes that the optimal hyper-parameters for c † are also optimal for other cloud settings. In reality, this is usually not the case. Therefore, disjoint optimization is prone to missing the best combination of hyper-parameters and cloud settings.
To illustrate this fact we apply disjoint optimization to our jobs using all possible configurations as c † , and we measure the cost of the configuration that is identified as optimal. We note that in this experiment we assume that both (i) the hyperparameter optimization on c † and (ii) the subsequent optimization of the cloud configuration are able to identify the best solution. Hence, these results are an upper bound on the effectiveness of disjoint optimization. Figure 1b reports the CDF of the cost of the configuration identified via this ideal disjoint optimization (using different choices for the initial reference configuration c † ), normalized with respect to the cost of the actual optimal one. For all jobs, disjoint optimization finds the overall optimal configuration less than 50% of the times. The 50-th percentile of the normalized cost obtained ranges from 1.2 to 2, and the 90-th percentile from 1.2 to 3.7, depending on the job. III) Cost of the optimization. The optimization process of a job should have a low monetary cost. The performance model of a job may need to be retrained periodically to account for changes in the environments. For example, the dataset may change in size or in some key aspects (e.g., skew); the underlying platform can change, e.g., due to a hardware improvement; the middleware may be updated. Any of these factors may lead to substantial performance variations. A new round of optimizations is then needed to find the configuration that best fits the new environmental conditions.
Lynceus: our solution
Lynceus addresses all the aforementioned challenges. I) Lynceus eschews a priori information on the target job or other jobs. Lynceus profiles only the target job on a sub-set of configurations and builds a black-box performance model.
II)
Lynceus optimizes the cloud infrastructure and the job hyper-parameters jointly. Lynceus uses a new BO-based approach to identify the best configuration in a large search space with a complex cost function.
III)
Lynceus makes the optimization process cost-efficient. Lynceus explicitly takes into account the cost of profiling the job on a configuration, and the monetary budget available when deciding the set of configurations to profile.
Background on bayesian optimization
BO is a sequential strategy to find the optimum of a function f with an unknown closed form and whose evaluation is expensive [8, 33] .
BO operations. BO builds a statistical model of f iteratively as follows: (i) evaluate f on a set of initial points x 1 ... x n and create a training set S with the pairs x i , f (x i ) ; (ii) build a model M over S with a regression algorithm; (iii) use an acquisition function to determine the next point x m to evaluate; (iv) evaluate f (x m ), and update S and M accordingly; (v) repeat steps (ii) to (iv) until a stopping criterion is satisfied. In Lynceus, a point is a configuration, and the target function to minimize is the cost of running a job.
Acquisition function. Given the current model of f , the acquisition function determines which point to evaluate next, among the set of points that are not yet in S. Lynceus uses the constrained expected improvement (EI c ) as acquisition function [20] . Noting x * the optimal point evaluated so far, EI c (x) is computed as the product of the expected improvement of f (x) over f (x * ), noted EI(x), and the probability that y(x) respects a given constraint, noted P C (x).
As its name suggests, EI(x) estimates by how much configuration x is expected to improve over the current known optimum. Such expectation is computed taking into account both the expected value of f (x) as predicted by the model, as well as the uncertainty of the model on this prediction. EI(x) can be computed in closed form, assuming that f follows a normal distribution [33] . Specifically,
, where µ(x), resp. σ(x), is the mean, resp. variance, of the prediction of the model of x; Φ, resp., φ, is the pdf, resp., CDF, of a standard normal distribution; and z = (y * −µ(x))/σ(x).
In Lynceus, y * is the cost of the cheapest configuration profiled so far such that running a job takes at most T max . If there is no such configuration, y * is estimated as the cost of the most expensive configuration in S plus three times the maximum standard deviation over the predictions on the points not in S [39] . P C (x) can be computed by training a regression algorithm on the target constraint variable, whose value is known for each point in S. In Lynceus, P C (x) = P(T (x) ≤ T max ). Instead of training a separate model for T (x), Lynceus reuses the model that it already builds forC(x), by leveraging the fact thatC(x) = T (x)·U(x), where U(x) is known. As such, rather than computing P(T (x) ≤ T max ), Lynceus computes P(C(x) ≤ T max ·U(x)).
At each iteration, BO samples the configuration x / ∈ S that maximizes EI c (x). EI c (x) has a high value both if x is predicted -on average-to be a good point, and if the uncertainty on y(x) is high. This way, BO balances exploitation (trying points that are considered good) and exploration (trying uncertain points) with the goal of improving the models' quality.
Regression model. Computing EI c requires a regression model that assigns to each point x a cdf p(x) that is normally distributedÑ(µ(x),σ(x)). To meet this requirement, Lynceus uses a bagging ensemble [7] of decision trees, i.e., a set of decision trees, each trained over a uniform random sub-set of S 1 . Then, Lynceus obtains µ(x) and σ(x) based on the output of the individual predictors evaluated at x. Lynceus uses these values to compute EI c (x), assuming that the p(x) associated with the ensemble of learners is normally distributed [29, 50] .
Lynceus
We start by providing an overview of Lynceus in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 describes the techniques used by Lynceus to explore the configuration space in a cost-effective way. Finally, Section 4.3 describes the optimization algorithm in detail.
Overview
Lynceus takes as input the budget B, the maximum job runtime T max and a set H of possible configurations. Lynceus then proceeds in an iterative fashion, similarly to typical BO approaches. At each iteration, Lynceus indicates a new configuration on which to profile the job. Once the job completes, the corresponding cost and performance information are used to update the regression model. The budget is also reduced by the cost incurred to run the job on the configuration. Lynceus stops when there are no more configurations to try with the available budget. 2 The configuration recommended in the end is the one, among those sampled by Lynceus, with the lowest cost and with runtime within T max .
Lynceus differs from existing BO approaches in the key aspect of how the configuration to sample next is selected. (Figure 2b ). At each iteration of the optimization process, Lynceus speculates about several exploration paths. Each path corresponds to testing, in a sequential fashion, a number of configurations. The outcomes of testing these configurations are simulated using a black-box model, which is used to compute the reward and the cost of each path. 1 Note that Lynceus can also operate using Gaussian Processes, as done by other BO approaches [8, 33] . However, we have opted for a bagging ensemble of learners, as it offers more flexibility in the choice of the base learners to use. 2 It would be straightforward to incorporate in Lynceus additional early stopping criteria typically used in BO, e.g., halting exploration if the EI of every unexplored configuration is marginal [5, 16, 57] .
Figure 2: Selecting the next configuration in BO approaches (left) and in Lynceus (right). BO approaches maximize a one-step acquisition function, EI c in this case, that estimates the reward of sampling the next configuration. Lynceus, instead, speculates on different exploration paths, by simulating the sequential exploration of several configurations. Dark/empty circles indicate the configurations selected/discarded at each step. For each untested configuration x, Lynceus computes the expected reward-to-cost ratio of the (highlighted) path that starts with x. Finally, it suggests the configuration x * that maximizes the long-term expected reward-to-cost.
The reward corresponds, intuitively, to the aggregate reward resulting from exploring all the configurations in the path. The reward of a configuration is the cost improvement brought by that configuration over the best configuration tried so far -which can be in the training set of configurations tried so far by Lynceus, or can be a configuration included in the path and whose exploration is simulated using the model. The cost measures the monetary expense corresponding to sampling the job on all configurations of the path.
At each iteration of the optimization process, Lynceus selects the first configuration of the path with the best reward/cost ratio. This approach renders the optimization process of Lynceus budget-aware and long-sighted.
Budget aware. Lynceus dynamically adjusts its "explorative" nature depending on the budget currently available. Compared to conventional BO schemes, Lynceus tends to favor the exploration of uncertain configurations, provided that this does not compromise the budget available for future, less "risky" explorations. As a result, Lynceus adopts more explorative policies in the initial phase of the optimization process, when the model has still limited knowledge on the actual cost function and is, thus, more prone to error. As the exploration progresses and the available budget diminishes, though, Lynceus tends to use a more risk-averse approach and exploit the model's knowledge to maximize shorter term reward.
Additionally, by pursuing the exploration path that maximizes the reward to cost ratio, Lynceus aims to balance the reward stemming from exploring a configuration and the remaining budget available for the following explorations.
Long-sighted. Lynceus analyzes in foresight a sequence of exploration steps (using a bounded lookahead horizon) and projects the likely outcomes of future explorations in the probabilistic model. This allows Lynceus to define effective exploration policies, which can intentionally sacrifice the immediate reward stemming from the next exploration in order to maximize the reward in the long term -which is the ultimately goal. This contrasts with existing BO approaches, which use a greedy policy that maximizes a one-step/myopic acquisition function (such as EIc).
As we will see in Section 6.3, Lynceus' long-sighted and budget-aware policy is particular beneficial in the early stages of exploration of large configuration spaces. In these stages, a more careful planning of the explorations allows to compensate for the (relatively high) risk that the model incurs large predictive errors (and selects poor/expensive configurations via a greedy approach).
Exploration paths
This section discusses two key challenges that arise when designing budget-aware, long-sighted optimization schemes, and how Lynceus tackles them.
The first challenge is related to the fact that the number of distinct exploration paths grows factorially with the cardinality of the unexplored configurations. As such, an idealized exhaustive approach, that analyzes all distinct exploration paths (illustrated in Figure 3a) would incur prohibitive computational costs in practical settings, imposing to resort to approximations, i.e., search heuristics.
The second challenge is related to the simulation of the outcomes of exploration steps at depth i > 1. Such a simulation, in fact, requires incorporating in the model used at step i, the effects of performing all previous explorations at steps j < i. However, configuration x at step j was not actually tested, but only simulated via a (Gaussian) black-box model that associates a non-null probability to any possible cost value of x. So that the effects of exploring configuration x at step j (ii) an in-depth search, at step i > 1, which uses a BO-inspired principle and selects the configuration that maximizes EI c . (iii) a lookahead window. The figure omits the discretization technique for incorporating the outcome of previous simulations in the model.
are taken into account in the model used at step j+1, it would be necessary to marginalize over all possible cost values, and corresponding probabilities, predicted for x by the model at step j. Unfortunately, the closed form solution of such a nested marginalization problem implies prohibitive computational costs [46] even for two-steps lookahead. Thus, approximation techniques are required to make the problem tractable.
Lynceus tackles the above challenges by means of three approximations to ensure its scalability and practical viability. 1) BO. The exploration paths considered by Lynceus are generated using a search heuristic that aims to balance the computational complexity of the optimization process and the effectiveness of the resulting exploration policy. This is achieved by using, in the first step, a breadth search policy that considers all untested configurations. At any subsequent step, instead, Lynceus employs a depth-first approach that selects the configuration that maximizes the EI c , based on the current model's state. This BO-inspired heuristic allows for pruning significantly the search space, as it avoids that a path branches to consider all cases corresponding to choosing each possible configuration for the next step (except in the first).
2) Lookahead. The in-depth speculation of a path is limited by a lookahead window of size LA. Namely, the maximum length of an exploration path is limited to at most LA steps, in addition to the first one. A path can be shorter than LA steps in case the budget is depleted before reaching the LA-th step. If LA is 0, Lynceus collapses to the traditional BO approach, where a single-step reward is maximized. Figure 3b illustrates the combined use of these two heuristics.
3) Discretization. To make the problem of simulating exploration paths mathematically tractable, Lynceus discretizes the cost distribution output by the black-box model using the Gaussian-Hermite (G-H) quadrature [21, Chapter 5.3] . The G-H quadrature is used to approximate the value of integrals of the form f (x)e −x 2 (such as the normal distribution that Lynceus associates with the outputs of its bagging regression model). The G-H quadrature produces K value, weight pairs associated with the function. In Lynceus, each value is a cost, and each weight captures, roughly speaking, the likelihood of the corresponding cost.
Thanks to these approximations, Lynceus simulates only M paths (M being the number of unexplored configurations) of length LA. When compared with traditional/greedy BO approaches, Lynceus' complexity is O(K LA ) larger. As it will be clearer in the next section, in fact, the G-H quadrature yields K sub-trees at each step, up to depth LA.
Detailed optimization algorithm
We first describe the state that Lynceus maintains and updates at each iteration. Then we describe the main optimization loop. Finally, we explain in detail how Lynceus speculates about different exploration paths to decide the next configuration to try.
State. Lynceus maintains a state Σ = S, T, β, χ . S is the current training set; T is the set of unexplored configurations; β is the remaining budget; and χ is the configuration currently deployed. Lynceus also associates a state with each step of each exploration path, to simulate how the optimization process would progress under different outcomes of the exploration of the untested configurations.
Optimization loop. Algorithm 1 describes Lynceus's optimization loop. The state is initialized as follows (Lines 2-5): S is empty; T includes the whole set of configurations; β is set to B; and χ is set to ⊥, as no configuration is currently deployed.
Then, Lynceus bootstraps the optimization loop (Lines 6-8). Lynceus draws N configurations at random 3 and profiles the 
5:
Σ.β ← B Current budget
6:
for (i = 0;i < N;i++) do Bootstrap
7:
x ← LHC-sampling(Σ.T ) Select a random config. using LHC-sampling 8:
Test config x and update the state Σ
9:
while true do 10:
x ← NEXTCONFIG (Σ,LA) Determine the next config to try
11:
if 
17:
c ← RUN(x) Run the job on x and return the cost
18:
Σ.S ← Σ.S∪{x,c} Add (x,c) to the training set
19:
Σ.T ← Σ.T \x Remove x from the set of untested configs
20:
Σ.χ ← x Update config currently deployed
21:
Σ.β ← β−c Decrease budget
22: function NEXTCONFIG(Σ, LA)
Exclude configs prone to exceed the current available budget 23:
25:
return (null, 0)
26:
else Compute rewards of exploration paths that start with any x ∈ Γ 27:
28:
return argmax x∈Γ {R x /C x } Select 1st config of path with max. reward/cost job with them. Every time a job is run with a configuration x, Lynceus invokes the Update function. This function deploys the target configuration, runs the job and updates Lynceus' state. Namely, the budget is decreased by the amount of money needed to run the job, C(x); a new pair (x,C(x)) is added to S; x is removed from T ; and the current configuration is set to x. After the bootstrap phase, Lynceus enters the main loop (Lines 9-14). Lynceus decides the configuration x to run next using the function NextConfig, runs the job on x, and updates its own state accordingly. The loop terminates when NextConfig returns a null value, meaning that there is no configuration that can be tried given the remaining budget.
The NextConfig function operates as follows. It first identifies the set of configurations for which the estimated cost complies with the current budget. To this end, Lynceus queries the regression model to know which configurations are estimated to run the job with a cost lower than β with a probability of at least 0.99. Then, for each of the viable configurations, the function computes the expected reward and the expected cost by means of the ExplorePaths function. Finally, NextConfig returns the configuration with the best reward to cost ratio.
Note that the simulation of exploration paths rooted at different untested configurations are independent problems that can be resolved in parallel (in fact, our implementation is multi-threaded). In large search space, it may also make to parallelize the computation of the set of viable configurations (i.e., Γ at line 23), although our current prototype does not implement this feature (for simplicity).
Exploration paths. Algorithm 2 provides the pseudo-code of the ExplorePaths function. ExplorePaths takes as input the current state Σ from which the path is starting, the configuration x to explore in the current step, and the remaining length of the path l. Initially, when the function is called from within the main loop, l is set to the value of the lookahead window and is subsequently decremented every time ExplorePaths is invoked recursively.
ExplorePaths returns the expected reward and cost corresponding to using x as the next step of the exploration path starting from state Σ. These values are given by the sum of two contributions: i) the reward and cost corresponding to running the job on x; ii) the weighted average of the rewards and costs of possible sub-paths that follow that exploration.
ExplorePaths operates as follows. First, it initializes the path's reward and cost with the (model's predicted) reward and cost of trying its first configuration x (Lines 2-3). The reward is computed as the EI c corresponding to x. The cost of the step is the mean cost of running the job on x predicted by the black-box model.
Then, the function generates the next steps for the path. If the remaining length of the lookahead window is 0, then the path terminates. In this case, the reward and the value just computed are returned (Lines 3-6). If l > 0, ExplorePaths generates the next steps of the path recursively. To this end, the function speculates about different possible costs c i associated with x, which are linked with likelihoods w i of being the real costs of running the job on x. The c i ,w i pairs are obtained by computing the G-H quadrature on the p.d.f. that the black-box model predicts for the cost of x (Line 7).
Each cost c i branches the path in a different sub-path in which the black-box model is updated with the speculated x, c i configuration-cost pair, and in which the available budget is decreased by c i . The augmented training set, the new budget and the updated set of untested configurations are encoded in a new state Σ (Lines 9-12).
The next configuration in the path is then computed by the NextStep function, which takes as input Σ (Lines 24-31).
NextStep first computes the set of configurations that would not lead to a budget violation, if tested. If the set is empty, NextStep returns null. In this case, the path terminates, and ExplorePaths does not explore it further (Lines 14-16). Else, NextStep returns the configuration x with the highest EI c in the set. In this case, ExplorePaths is invoked recursively to obtain the reward and cost values corresponding to following the sub-path that, from state Σ , starts with x (Line 17). These values are used to update the reward and the cost corresponding to that path (Lines 18-19).
When performing this update operation, the reward values returned by ExplorePaths are multiplied by a discount factor γ ∈ [0,1]. The lower the value of γ, the more Lynceus favors paths whose reward is higher in the early steps. If γ = 0, Lynceus discards any future rewards, and collapses to using the typical greedy BO algorithm. On the contrary, if γ = 1, Lynceus gives Algorithm 2 Generate exploration paths starting from x 1: function EXPLOREPATHS(Σ, x, l) 2:
Set the reward of the path to the EI c of its first config
3:
C ←Cost(x,S k ) Set the cost of the path to the predicted cost of its first config
4:
if l == 0 then Lookahead horizon was reached
5:
return (R,C) Return the current path's reward and cost.
6: 
24:
25:
return argmax x∈Γ {EI c (x)} Select config that maximizes EI c the same weight to early and late rewards in the path. Our implementation uses γ = 0.9, similarly to previous work [39, 40] . Finally, ExplorePaths returns the overall reward and the overall cost that one can expect if x is used as the next step in a path that starts from state Σ (Line 21).
Extensions
Lynceus may be enhanced through the addition of extensions to deal both with numerous constraints, as well as to take into account the cost dynamics of bootstrapping additional and different VMs than those currently in use. The following paragraphs discuss these extensions. Multiple constraints. Lynceus can be extended to support other constraints in addition to the one on the maximum execution time for the job. For example, one may want to enforce that the energy consumed to execute the job is within a given threshold.
In general, assume that there are I constraints of the type "metric m i must be less than or equal to t i ". Lynceus associates each metric m i with a constraint variable, and trains I regression models, each corresponding to a different constraint variable. Then, the optimization algorithm is modified in the following two ways. 1) The EI c (x) becomes the product of EI(x) and of the probability that all constraints are jointly satisfied, i.e., ∏ N i=1 P(m i ≤t i ), assuming that all constraint variables are independent. 2) For a configuration x, the ExplorePaths function speculates on different values taken by each constraint variable, in addition to the speculation on the cost. For each constraint variable, Lynceus uses the G-H quadrature to obtain K value, [31, 38] can then be applied to prune unnecessary pairs that produce marginal information.
Setup costs. Lynceus can be extended to capture the fact that trying the same configurations but in different orders can yield different costs. This may happen because of extra setup costs, incurred while waiting for new VMs to boot, to load the data, or to warm-up the deployed system. For example, one exploration path may suggest trying hyper-parameters P 1 on 4 VMs of type H 1 , then P 1 on 2 VMs of type H 2 , and then P 2 on 4 VMs again of type H 1 . Another path may suggest trying P 1 and P 2 on the 4 VMs of type H 1 back-to-back, and then trying P 1 on H 2 . This second path may incur a lower overall cost, despite trying the same configurations as the first one.
Lynceus can take into account the setup cost needed to switch from configuration x to x by adding it to the cost of running the job on x (Algorithm 2, Lines 3 and 19). This cost can be approximated either analytically (e.g., an additional cost is used to account for changes in the cloud configuration) or learned in a black-box fashion.
Experimental setup
This section presents the datasets (Section 5.1) and the experimental methodology (Section 5.2) used to evaluate Lynceus.
Datasets
We consider two datasets of heterogeneous data analytic jobs. The first dataset is composed of three Tensorflow jobs, which are characterized by a large configuration space defined over 5 dimensions. The second dataset is composed of several Hadoop and Spark jobs that encompass smaller configuration spaces defined over 3 dimensions. These jobs have been used in the evaluation of the Scout [26] and CherryPick [5] systems.
Tensorflow jobs
Description. We consider the problem of training three neural network models: CNN, RNN and Multilayer. A job consists of training a neural network topology over a dataset. The job terminates when the accuracy of the model reaches 0.85. We set a timeout of 10 minutes, after which a job is forcefully terminated. We use the popular MNIST dataset [15] as training set for the machine learning models. The jobs are deployed on Tensorflow, a prominent distributed machine learning framework [4] . Tensorflow implements the parameter-server approach [41] , which we use to train machine learning models via a distributed implementation of the ADAM optimizer [35] . The parameter-server approach divides the available machines in servers and workers. The servers maintain the model, and receive from the workers the incremental modifications to apply. The workers receive sub-sets of the training set to process, and produce the modifications to be applied to the model. Table 1 describes the job tuning parameters that we consider. Such parameters include two hyper-parameters of the learning algorithm and one configuration parameter of Tensorflow, thus yielding 12 parameter combinations. Cloud infrastructure. We run our jobs on AWS EC2 and use 4 types of VMs, with different CPU and memory settings. The clusters employed in the experiments comprise from 8 to 112 CPUs. Thus, in total, 32 different cluster compositions are considered. Each VM runs a worker process. One additional VM is deployed for the parameter server. Table 2 summarizes the cluster combinations that we use. Overall, the configuration space for these jobs (obtained by the Cartesian product of the three tuning parameters with the two cluster parameters) is composed of a total of 384 points.
Scout and CherryPick jobs
Description. The Scout dataset [27] is composed of 18 Hadoop and Spark jobs of the HiBench [30] and spark-ref [11] benchmarks. The CherryPick dataset [5] is composed of 5 jobs: TPC-H [3] , TPC-DS [2] , Terasort, Spark Kmeans [1] , and Spark Regression [1] . These jobs stress differently CPU, network and memory resources, and hence allow us to evaluate Lynceus in very heterogeneous use cases. Additional details on the jobs can be found in the original papers. Cloud infrastructure. Both sets of jobs were run on AWS EC2 on VMs whose size are in the set {large, xlarge, 2xlarge}. The Scout dataset considers VMs of the families {C4, R4, M4}. The number of machines in a Scout cluster varies in the set {4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 24, 32, 40, 48} . However, size xlarge only goes up to 24 instances and size 2xlarge to 12 instances. Therefore, the space of configurations for the Scout jobs is composed of 69 points. The CherryPick dataset considers VMs of the families {C4, M4, R3, I2}. The number of machines in a CherryPick cluster varies in the set {32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112}. The configuration space is not the same for all jobs and its cardinality ranges from 47 points to 72 points. . The long-sighted approach of Lynceus (LA=1, LA=2) improves over using BO with an acquisition function that takes into account the profiling cost (LA=0).
Methodology
Compared systems. We compare Lynceus with the traditional BO approach, used by state-of-the-art systems to optimize data analytic jobs, such as CherryPick [5] and Arrow [26] . We refer to this approach as BO. In some experiments we also use a simple random approach (noted RND) to establish a baseline on the complexity of the optimization task. RND tries as many configurations as possible given the budget, and finally suggests to use the best configuration tried.
We consider three values for the lookahead parameter (LA) in Lynceus, namely LA ={0, 1, 2}. LA = 0 corresponds to a traditional BO approach in which the acquisition function evaluated on configuration x returns the expected constrained improvement of x divided by the expected cost of x. This variant takes into account the profiling cost, but is not long-sighted: it serves as a baseline that allows us to quantify the benefits stemming from the long-sighted approach of Lynceus.
Lynceus and BO use a bagging ensemble of 10 random trees to build the job cost model. This modeling approach is similar to the one adopted by recent BO systems [16, 29, 50] . The features of the samples in the training set are the number of worker VMs, the type of VM, and the values of each tuning parameter. The optimizers are implemented in JAVA and use the Weka [24] library to implement the predictive models.
Experiments. We perform our evaluation via a simulation approach, which uses the performance data previously collected by deploying each job in the configurations we consider (measuring the corresponding performance and cost). In each experiment we run an optimizer at least 100 times against a target job. Each run uses a different set of initial configurations to bootstrap the model. For a fair comparison, all optimizers use the same set of initial configurations for their own i-th run. We use the output of all runs to obtain average and percentile values for the metrics of interest. The simulations are run on machines equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630 v3 @ 2.40GHz with 8 physical cores and 64 GB of main memory. The machines run Ubuntu 16.04.2.
Metrics. We use the cost normalized with respect to the optimal (CNO) to quantify the quality of the final configuration recommended by an optimizer. Noting x * the optimal configuration, and x the configuration suggested by an optimizer at the end of the optimization process, the CNO achieved by the optimizer is cost(x)/cost(x * ). Hence, the lower the CNO, the better. The optimal value for CNO is 1.
We also measure the number of explorations (NEX) performed by an optimizer before terminating. Measuring NEX allows us to assess the ability of an optimizer to use the available budget to explore the configuration space: intuitively, by exploring more configurations an optimizer increases its chances of identifying the optimal configuration (provided that the additionally explored configurations are actually valuable ones).
Budget. We set the available budget B for an optimizer to a multiple of the expected cost necessary for completing the bootstrap phase of the optimization of that job. Notingm the average cost of running the target job on any configuration, and N the number of initial configurations sampled, B = N ·m · b. The parameter b tunes the available budget. The optimization loop of each of the considered approaches terminates when the budget is depleted.
Default settings. We set the initial number of samples, N, in a way that accounts for the size and dimensionality of the configuration space of each job. Specifically, noting with C the job's configuration space, we define N as the max of (i) 3% of the cardinality of C (a percentage also used in previous works [16] ) and (ii) the number of dimensions of C . The default value of b is 3, which corresponds to a medium budget. We evaluate lower and higher values of b in Section 6.4. Unless stated otherwise, Lynceus uses LA = 2. We evaluate lower values for LA in Section 6.2. We do not report results for larger LA values, as in our experiments the gains deriving from setting LA > 2 are marginal with respect to LA = 2.
Finally, we set the time constraint for each job in such a way that it is satisfied by roughly half of the possible configurations.
Experimental results
Our evaluation addresses the following main questions: 1) How large are the cost reductions enabled by Lynceus with respect to existing approaches (Section 6.1)?
2) To what extent do the long-sighted and the budget-aware features of Lynceus contribute to its effectiveness (Section 6.2)? 3) How sensitive is Lynceus' performance to stringent budget limitations (Section 6.4)? 4) What computational costs does Lynceus incur (Section 6.5)?
Cost improvements
Tensorflow jobs. Figure 4 reports the CDFs of the CNO obtained by BO, RND and Lynceus with the Tensorflow jobs. The results show that Lynceus identifies the optimal configuration 84%, 88% and 98% of the times for CNN, RNN and Multilayer, respectively. By contrast, BO identifies the optimal configuration only 30%, 50% and 44% of the times for CNN, RNN and Multilayer, respectively. Hence, Lynceus is from 1.76× to 2.8× more likely to find the optimal configuration than BO.
The average CNO of Lynceus is 1. (Figure 4c ) lower values at the tail of the CNO distribution.
The plots also show that BO is better than RND except at the tail of the distribution, where the two strategies exhibit similar values. This happens because BO is particularly sensitive to the quality of the initial bootstrapping phase, which is performed in a random fashion. Hence, a particularly low-quality initial training set may mislead the optimization process of BO. This finding is consistent with the analysis of recent work [26] . Unlike BO, Lynceus is consistently better than RND, which shows that Lynceus is more resilient to low-quality initial training sets.
Scout and CherryPick jobs. Figure 5 reports the average, 50-th and 90-th percentiles of the CNO achieved by the three optimizers with the Scout and CherryPick jobs. Also in these cases, Lynceus consistently outperforms BO and RND. For example, in the Scout jobs, at the 90-th percentile, the CNO is 1.19 in Lynceus vs 1.23 in BO, and the corresponding standard deviations are 0.12 vs 0.20.
The performance gains of Lynceus over BO are less pronounced with these jobs than with the Tensorflow ones. The reason is that the lower dimensionality of the search space (and the consequent lower complexity of the optimization problem) diminishes the benefits achievable by employing a more careful planning policy.
Breakdown of the improvements.
Tensorflow jobs. Scout and CherryPick jobs. We also evaluated Lynceus' variants with LA=0,1 with the Scout and CherryPick datasets. Using these datasets, we observe that the gains achieved with deeper lookaheads are not as pronounced, since the size of the search space is fairly reduced (more than 4x smaller than with the Tensorflow datasets). Our results show that, on average, Lynceus with LA = 2 finds configurations approximately only 1% better than with LA = 0 for both the CherryPick and Scout datasets. 6.3 Discussion of the improvements Figure 7 reports the 90-th percentile of the CNO as a function of the number of explorations performed, for all variants of Lynceus and BO using the CNN dataset. The other Tensorflow jobs show a similar trend. To enhance visualization, we only report data starting from exploration 13 (the first 12 explorations correspond to the initial bootstrapping of the model and are thus the same for all variants). For each exploration, the reported CNO value corresponds to the CNO of the best configuration found until that exploration. These results further confirm that LA = 2 provides substantial gains. In fact, after 30 explorations, Lynceus (LA = 2) finds configurations approximately 1.7× closer to the optimum when compared with BO (CNO = 2.81 for Lynceus vs CNO = 4.70 for BO). Additionally, while BO stops improving after only 43 iterations, achieving a CNO of 3.53, Lynceus with LA=2 achieves a CNO of 1.67 with 96 explorations. These results suggest that Lynceus is able to make a better management of the available budget so as to find better final configurations.
Analyzing the curves for LA=1 and LA=0, we observe that the largest gains are indeed attained only if lookahead is used, albeit with diminishing gain as the lookahead depth grows. As discussed in Section 4.1, the joint use of non-myopic and budget-aware planning tends to make Lynceus more explorative than BO, provided there is budget available for future explorations. This pays off in particular during the early stage of exploration, where the model still has a coarse knowledge of the cost function and is, consequently, more subject to driving the exploration towards local minima. This reflects not only into the ability to ultimately identify solutions with higher quality than BO, but also to sample, on average, more configurations -marked with a green star in Figure 7 -at parity of budget. Figure 8 shows the 90-th percentile of the CNO achieved by Lynceus and by BO with different values of the budget. Figure 9 shows the average NEX achieved by Lynceus and by BO with different values of the budget. We set the budget Lynceus is able to profile the job on more configurations than BO, thus increasing the chances of identifying the optimal one.
Sensitivity to the budget
parameter b to 1, 3 and 5 to assess the effectiveness of the two approaches with low, medium and high budget. Figure 8 shows two main results: i) Lynceus outperforms BO regardless of the amount of budget allocated to the model training phase; and ii) the improvements of Lynceus are lower at low budget and higher at high budget. Figure 9 provides insights on this second result. When setting b = 1, most of the available budget is consumed during the bootstrapping phase via LHC-sampling (which we use both with BO and Lynceus, for fairness). Hence, Lynceus has little room to improve over BO. For larger budget values, the exploration paths of BO and Lynceus diverge more substantially, and Lynceus is able to test more configurations than BO. Figure 9 shows that with b = 1 the average NEX of Lynceus is at most 1.65× higher than BO; when b grows to 3 and 5 the gains also accordingly increase and the average NEX of Lynceus is up to 2.25× higher than BO. Table 3 reports the average time needed to predict the next configuration in BO and in Lynceus, for LA = 1, 2 (LA = 0 has the same prediction time of BO). We report the average across the Tensorflow jobs, which have the largest configuration space among the jobs we consider and, as such, impose the largest computational costs. As expected, Lynceus' prediction time grows with the length of the lookahead window. With LA = 2, Lynceus' average computation time is approximately one second. We argue that such delay in prediction time is perfectly affordable in the context of data analytic jobs.
Prediction time

Related work
We discuss four main kinds of related work: i) systems to tune and provision data analytic jobs; ii) systems to optimize cloud applications; iii) BO approaches to tune generic applications; and iv) recent variants of the BO approach.
Optimization of data analytic jobs. The first breed of optimizers for data analytic jobs targeted specific data analytic jobs. Elastizer [25] , ARIA [55] and MRTuner [49] model the internals of map-reduce jobs and obtain performance models to tune and provision them. Cumulon [28] targets matrix-based big data analysis jobs. Ernest [54] makes the optimization more flexible and applicable to diverse job types. Ernest requires only high-level details about the structure of the internal workflow of jobs, e.g., all-to-all vs hierarchical communication among machines. Recently, Scout [27] proposed to exploit the availability of historical information on previous cloud jobs to enable transfer learning and navigate through the search space more effectively. Unlike these approaches, Lynceus needs no a priori information about the target job. CherryPick [5] and Arrow [26] rely on a greedy BO approach to select the best cloud infrastructure for a job. We discussed the limitations of such an approach in Section 2 and quantified them in Section 6. By contrast, Lynceus implements a novel long-sighted and budget-aware BO approach to achieve higher accuracy and better cost-efficiency. In addition, Lynceus tackles jointly the problems of selecting the best cloud infrastructure and optimizing the job's tuning parameters.
Optimization of cloud applications. Paragon [12] , Quasar [13] , HCloud [14] , Selecta [36] and Paris [56] optimize the choice of the infrastructure for cloud applications. These systems employ black-box approaches to performance prediction that rely on the availability of abundant training data on different applications. Lynceus targets scenarios in which such data is not available, and requires running only the target job to infer its performance-cost function.
BO approaches to tuning systems. iTuned [17] , Ottertune [52] , ProteusTM [16] and Metis [42] use BO approaches to optimize the tuning parameters of data platforms. These systems use the traditional BO approach, whose limitations we discuss in Section 2. In addition, ProteusTM requires the availability of previous performance traces of other applications. BOAT [10] extends BO to allow system experts to provide a probabilistic performance model of the target application, so as to speed up the optimization phase. This approach requires expert domain knowledge on the target application. Unlike these solutions, Lynceus embraces a full black-box approach that is based on a novel long-sighted and budget-aware BO approach and does not require previous performance traces.
BO variants. Lam et al. [39, 40] , Gonzalez et al. [23] , and Ling et al. [43] have recently proposed BO variants that take into account future steps in the exploration of the configuration space, when deciding the next configuration to try. Unlike Lynceus, though, these works aim to improve BO when a fixed number of configurations can be tried, i.e., with no limitation on the budget to train the model. By contrast, Lynceus models and takes into account the monetary cost of trying a configuration. This allows Lynceus to identify the best configuration given a monetary constraint.
The machine learning community is debating the complexity vs benefits trade-off of long-sighted BO approaches, and which applications can benefit the most from these techniques [19] . We argue that the joint provisioning and optimization of data analytic jobs on the cloud -and cloud applications at large-is a research area that can greatly benefit from such techniques. Lynceus represents a fist promising step in investigating their effectiveness in this domain.
Conclusion
We presented Lynceus, a new tool to provision and tune data analytic jobs. Lynceus incrementally builds a black-box model of the job by trying it on a subset of configurations. Lynceus implements a novel approach that combines two key ideas: budget awareness and long-sightedness.
Thanks to its budget-awareness, Lynceus can dynamically adapt its search strategy: explorative policies, that gather valuable knowledge for the model, are favored initially, when a relatively larger budget is available; later, as the budget depletes and the model becomes more robust, Lynceus progressively increases its risk aversion, exploiting more the model's knowledge.
Long-sightedness, on the other hand, allows Lynceus to derive effective exploration policies, which intentionally sacrifice the immediate reward, e.g., by exploring suboptimal regions, if this can lead to identify higher quality configurations in the long term.
We evaluated Lynceus using 3 datasets that encompass 26 heterogeneous data analytic jobs deployed on AWS EC2. Our experimental study highlighted that Lynceus consistently outperforms the state of the art approach (Bayesian Optimization), identifying configurations that reduce operational costs by up to 1.9× on average, and up to 4× at the 90-th percentile.
